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We study the Berezin kernel decomposition into positive-definite spherical func-
tions on real forms of tube domains. In other words, we obtain, for all tube
domains associated to causal pairs (G, H), the decomposition of holomorphic dis-
crete series representations of G when restricted to the ‘‘fully restrictive’’ subgroup H.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Berezin kernel is a specific G-invariant kernel on a Hermitian sym-
metric domain GK, depending on a (real) parameter *. Such a kernel was
introduced by Berezin around 1975, when studying quantization (see
[2, 3]). For large * it turns out to be a positive-definite kernel. By its
G-invariance it therefore gives rise to a bi-K-invariant positive-definite func-
tion (for large *), which can be expanded into positive-definite spherical
functions by the BochnerSchwartzGodement theorem. The explicit form
of this expansion was found by Berezin for the classical domains (no proof
has appeared actually, cf. [3]) and by Upmeier and Unterberger [15]
for all domains, applying theory of Jordan algebras and Jordan triples.
Sections 26 are essentially notes of lectures of the first author about Upmeier
and Unterberger’s work given at the University of Amsterdam in 1996.
They are based on [6, 7, 9, 15]. We have not modified them, but we have
added an extension. The main reason is that the reader gets a good intro-
duction to the subject in this way without being bothered directly with the
more complicated extension from tube domains to its fully restrictive real
forms. These real forms are very interesting and entered our picture
recently, though the role played by them in analysis was known to us (see
[8]). It is fascinating to see that they also have a significant meaning here.
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The main theme of this paper is the decomposition of invariant Berezin
forms into spherical forms. A similar formulation is the decomposition of
holomorphic discrete series representations of G when restricted to a ‘‘fully
restrictive’’ subgroup H, for example, from G=SU(n, n) to H=SO0 (n, n).
We confine ourselves to tube domains, for simplicity of the presentation,
and thus make use of the formulation in terms of Jordan algebras, as in
[7].
Restriction of representations to subgroups is a classical theme. We refer
to [10] for a related problem. The subgroup H which is considered does
however not belong to the class of subgroups considered in this paper.
There is some overlap with recent work by Neretin [11] and Zhang
[17], but our method is completely different. Moreover our treatment
allows to include exceptional domains in a natural manner.
2. EUCLIDEAN JORDAN ALGEBRAS AND SYMMETRIC CONES
Let V be a real, simple, Euclidean Jordan algebra (EJA, for short) with
identity element e. We use the notations of [7]. Basic examples are the
spaces Herm(r, F) of Hermitian matrices over F=R, C, and H with
product x b y=12(xy+ yx), as well as Herm(3, O). There is one class of
simple EJAs of rank 2 (up to isomorphy), namely the ‘‘spin factors’’
V=R1+n of all vectors
x=(x0 , x1 , ..., xn)=(x0 , x$)
with product
x b y=(x0 y0+x$ } y$, x0 y$+ y0 x$).
Let 0 be the open, convex, symmetric cone associated with V:
0=[x2: x # V, x invertible]. (2.1)
Then for the matrix algebras, 0 is the cone of positive-definite matrices, and for
the spin factors it is the forward light cone: x0>0, x20&x
2
1& } } } &x
2
n>0.
The linear group
G(0)=[g # GL(V) : g0=0] (2.2)
acts transitively on 0, as does the connected component G of G(0). The
groups G(0) and G are reductive groups, with Lie algebra g.
This algebra has a Cartan involution with decomposition
g=k+p
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with k=Lie(O(V) & G) and p=[L(x): x # V], where L(x) means multi-
plication by x in V. One sets
K=O(V) & G=[g # G : ge=e]. (2.3)
The group K is connected. For x, y # V we define
xg y=L(xy)+[L(x), L( y)]. (2.4)
V has a Peirce decomposition
V=:
i, j
Vij (2.5)
induced by a Jordan frame c1 , ..., cr in V. Here
Vij={x # V : L(ck) x=$ik+$jk2 x for 1kr= . (2.6)
Proposition. We have
g= :
1i, jr
gijm (2.7)
with
gij=[x g ci : x # V ij] (2.8)
and
m=[X # g : Xck=0 for k=1, 2, ..., r]. (2.9)
The subspace a= gii=[ri=1 #i L(ci): #i # R]/p is maximal abelian.
Let H=ri=1 # iL(c i) # a. Then
[H, xgci]=:ij (H)(xgci) (x # Vij),
where
:ij (H)=
#j&#i
2
. (2.10)
So (2.7) is the root space decomposition of g with respect to a; a+m=g0 ,
gij=[X # g : [H, X]=:ij (H) X, H # a].
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Choose an ordering on the roots such that
n= :
i< j
gij (2.11)
is the nilpotent part of the Iwasawa decomposition g=n+a+k. The
positive Weyl chamber is then
a+={ :
r
i=1
tiL(ci): t1<t2< } } } <tr= . (2.12)
We have the Iwasawa decomposition G=KAN with A=exp a.
The number d=dim Vij (i< j) is independent of i< j and the choice of
the Jordan frame. It is called the characteristic multiplicity of 0.
Let L(ej)* (i jr) denote the dual basis of a*. Then
\=
d
2
:
i< j
:ij=
d
4
:
i< j
(L(cj)*&L(ci)*)
=
d
4
:
j
(2 j&r&1) L(cj)*, (2.13)
where, as usual, \ denotes half sum of the positive roots.
Finally, W, the Weyl group of the root system, consists of all permuta-
tions of t1 , ..., tr so W&Sr .
Let 2: V  R be the Jordan algebra determinant. The polynomial 2 is
homogeneous of degree r.
Let V (l )=V(c1+ } } } +c l , 1)=1 jl Vij . This is a subalgebra of rank
l. Set 2l (x)=2V (l) (Plx), where Pl : V  V (l ) is the orthogonal projection. 2 l
is left N-invariant and transforms under A by
2l \exp :
r
i=1
ti L(ci) } x+=et1 } } } etl 2l (x). (2.14)
Given :=(:1 , ..., :r) # Cr, we set
2(x):=21 (x):1&:2 22 (x):2&:3 } } } 2r (x):r (2.15)
for x # 0 (2l>0 on 0). If x= *ici , * i>0, then
2(x):=*:11 } } } *
:r
r . (2.16)
If g # G, g=nak, write a=eH(g) with H(g) # a. Set x= ge. Then clearly
e[ :i L(ci)*] H(g)=2(x):. (2.17)
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The subset T0=V+i0 in V C, the complexification of V, is called a tube
domain. The group Aut(T0) of all biholomorphic automorphisms of T0 is
transitive on T0 since it contains G(0) and the translations z  z+u
(u # V). The group Aut(T0) is a simple Lie group, not necessarily connected.
Set
G

=Aut(T0)o, K

=Autie (T0)o. (2.18)
Clearly G/G

, K/K

. Then G

=N

A

K

with A

=A, N

is generated by N, and
the translations z  z+u (u # V).
It follows that for : # Cr,
2

: (z) :=2: \z&z2i + (z # T0) (2.19)
is left N

-invariant;
2

: (e ti L(ci) } z)=e:1 t1+:2t2+ } } } +:rtr2

: (z); 2

: (ie)=1 (z # T0).
We have
\

=
d
2 \ :i< j \
1
2
(L(cj)*&L(ci)*)+
1
2
(L(c j)*+L(ci)*)+++12 :j L(cj)*
=:
j \
1
2
+
d
2
( j&1)+ L(cj)*. (2.20)
3. THE BEREZIN KERNEL
Let V be as before, a simple EJA, T0=V+i0 the associated tube
domain.
Let n=dim V, p=2nr the genus of T0 , dx and dz the Lebesgue
measures on V and T0 , respectively.
Define the Gindikin Gamma function of 0 by
10 (:)=|
0
e&tr x 2(x): 2(x)&nr dx (3.1)
for : # Cr. Notice that 2(x)&nr dx is a G-invariant measure on 0 (see
[7, Chap. VII]).
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For Re :j>( j&1) d2 , j=1, 2, ..., r, the integral converges absolutely and
10 (:)=(2?) (n&r)r ‘
r
j=1
1 \: j&( j&1) d2+ . (3.2)
(see [7, p. 123]).
Proposition [7, Proposition VII.1.2]. For y # 0, and Re :j>( j&1) d2 ,
|
0
e&(x | y) 2(x): 2(x)&nr dx=10 (:) 2( y&1):. (3.3)
Corollary [7, Corollary VII 1.3]. If :=(*, ..., *), write 2(x)* for
2(x):.
(i) The integral
10 (*)=|
0
e&tr x 2(x)*&nr dx (3.4)
converges absolutely for Re *> nr&1 and
10(*)=(2?) (n&r)2 1(*) 1 \*&d2+ } } } 1 \*&(r&1)
d
2+ . (3.5)
(ii) For y # 0 and Re *> nr&1,
|
0
e&(x | y) 2(x)*&nr dx=10 (*) 2( y)&*. (3.6)
Let * be real and *>p&1. Define H 2* (T0) as the space of holomorphic
functions F on T0 such that
&F&2*=|
T0
|F(z)|2 2 \z&z2i +
*& p
dx dy<.
This is a non-trivial Hilbert space [7, p. 260] with reproducing kernel
K* (z, w)=
1
(4?)n
10 (*)
10 (*&nr)
2 \z&w2i +
&*
. (3.7)
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Notice that 2( z&z2i )
&p dx dy is a G

-invariant measure on T0 . The Berezin
kernel is given by
B* (z, w)={K* (z, z) K* (w, w)|K* (z, w)|2 =
&1
(z, w # T0) (3.8)
which is clearly positive-definite for *>p&1. The kernel B* is G

-invariant
and the associated, bi-K

-invariant positive-definite function is given by
* (z)=B* (z, ie)=
K&* (z, z) K&* (ie, ie)
|K&* (z, ie)| 2
= }2 \z+ie2i +}
&2*
} 2 \z&z2i +
*
(z # T0). (3.9)
We have, for z=a } ie with a # A,
* (a } ie)=* (ia } e)=* \i :
r
j=1
etj c j+
if a=exp  tj L(cj). Hence
* (a } ie)= }2 \12 :
r
j=1
(etj+1) cj+}
&2*
2 \ etj cj+
*
=22* ‘
r
j=1
(etj+1)&2* e*tj
=22* ‘
r
j=1
(etj 2+e&tj 2)&2*
= ‘
r
j=1 \cosh
tj
2+
&2*
. (3.10)
It easily follows that * # L1 & L2 for *>p&1 (see [7, p. 260]).
4. FOURIER TRANSFORM OF *
We will find an explicit expression for the spherical Fourier transform of
* for *>p&1. Let G

=N

AK

as before. For each & # a* define the
spherical function
.& (g)=|
K

e (\
+i&) H(kg) dk

(g # G

). (4.1)
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According to (2.19) we can also write
.& (z)=|
K

2

(kz)\ +i& dk
(z # T0), (4.2)
where 2

: (z)=2: ( z&z2i ) (z # T0).
For *>p&1 we will determine
|
G
* (g) .& (g) dg
=|
T0 }2 \
z+ie
2i +}
&2*
2 \z&z2i +
\

+i&+*& p
dx dy. (4.3)
Observe that (3.6) also holds for y # 0+iV:
|
0
e&(x | z) 2(x)*&nr dx=10 (*) 2(z)&*.
Thus
10 (*) 2 \z+ie2i +
&*
=|
0
e&(t | (z+ie)2i) 2(t)*&nr dt.
Write z=x+iy; then z+ie2i =
1
2 (&ix+( y+e)). We obtain
10 (*) 2( 12 (( y+e)&ix))
&*
=|
0
e(12) i(t | x) e&12(t | y+e) 2(t)*&nr dt (4.4)
if *> nr&1, or
10 (*) 2( 12 (( y+e)&ix))
&*
=(4?)*r |
0
e2?i(t | x) e&2?(t | y+e) 2(t)*&nr dt.
By Plancherel’s theorem (w.r.t. x),
|
V
|2( 12 ((u+e)&ix))|
&2* dx
=
1
10 (*)2
} (4?)2*r |
0
e&4?(t | y+e) 2(t)2*& p dt. (4.5)
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Substituting this result in (4.3), we get
(4?)2*r
10 (*)2 |0 |0 e
&4?(t | y+e) 2(t)2*& p 2( y)\ +i&+*& p dt dy, (4.6)
which is equal to
(4?)2*r
10 (*)2 |0 _|0 e&4?(t | y) 2( y)\ +i&+*& p dy& e&4? tr t 2(t)2*& p dt.
By formula (3.3) this equals
(4?)2*r
10 (*)2
} 10 \\ +i&+*&
n
r+
_|
0
2((4?t)&1)\ +i&+*&nr e&4? tr t 2(t)2*& p dt
=
(4?)n
10 (*)2
} 10 \\ +i&+*&
n
r+
_|
0
2(t&1)\ +i&+*&nr e&tr t 2(t)2*& p dt.
The latter integral is computed in [7, p. 129],
|
0
2(t&1)\ +i&+*&nr e&tr t 2(t)2*& p dt
=|
0
2*(t)&\ *&i&*&*+nr+2*& p e&tr t dt
=|
0
2*(t)&\ *&i&*+* 2(t)&nr e&tr t dt
=10 (&i&*&\

*+*), (4.7)
where for : # Cr, :=(:1 , ..., :r) one has :*=(:r , ..., :1), and 2*(x)&:*=
2(x&1):.
So we finally get for  * (&)=G

* (g) .& (g) dg,
(4?)n
10 (\

+i&+*&nr) } 10 (&i&*&\

*+*)
10 (*)2
. (4.8)
Clearly 10 (&i&*&\

*+*)=10 (\

&i&+*& nr), so we finally get (see [15]):
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Theorem 4.1. The Fourier transform of the Berezin kernel * (z)=
B* (z, ie) for *>p&1 is given by
 *=(4?)n
10 (\

+i&+*&nr) 10 (\

&i&+*&nr)
10 (*)2
. (4.9)
This theorem can also be obtained by using an explicit bounded realiza-
tion of G

K

(see Neretin [11]). Another proof, close to the proof in [15]
is due to Zhang [16, 17]; see also [13].
5. BEREZIN KERNELS ASSOCIATED TO A CHARACTER
Another way of introducing Berezin kernels is via the Hilbert space ten-
sor product F* 2 F * where F*=H 2* (T0); see [6, Sect. 4].
Here we consider the Hilbert space tensor product F* 2 F *$ with *,
*$>p&1. We assume that *&*$=l is an integer. Recall that
K* (z, w)=c&1* 2 \z&w2i +
&*
is the reproducing kernel of F* , with
c*=
(4?)n 10 (*&nr)
10 (*)
. (5.1)
Set d+(z)=2( z&z2i )
&p dx dy, d+* (z)=2( z&z2i )
* d+(z) on T0 .
Define Hl=L2 (T0 , d+l (z)). Let A*, *$ denote the linear map defined on
tensors in F*  2 F *$ by
f (z)g (w)  c*$ f (z) g (z) } K&*$ (z, z). (5.2)
Then Image (A*, *$)/Hl . One easily gets
A*, *$F(z)=c*$ |
T0
K*$ (w, z) F(z, w) d+*$ (w) } K&*$ (z, z)
(F # F* 2 F *$) (5.3)
and &A*, *$&2c&1*$ . See also [12].
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The adjoint A**, *$ is given by
(A**, *$h, F )=(h, A*, *$F )
=|
T0
|
T0
h(z) K*$ (z, w) F(z, w) d+* (z) d+*$ (w) (h # Hl).
So A**, *$h is the projection of the function
(z, w)  h(z) K*$ (z, w)
onto F*  2 F *$ . This projection E is given by
EF(z, w)=|
T0
|
T0
K*$ (w$, w) K* (z, z$) F(z$, w$) d+* (z$) d+* (w$). (5.4)
Hence
A*, *$A**, *$ f (z)=c*$ |
T0
K*$ (z$, z) K* (z, z$) f (z$) d+* (z$) } K&*$ (z, z).
So A*, *$A**, *$ is a kernel operator on Hl with kernel
B$*, *$ (z, z$)=c&1* c
&1
*$ {K*$ (z, z$) K*$ (z$, z)K*$ (z, z) K*$ (z$, z$)= } 2 \
z&z $
2i +
&l
. (5.5)
We call
B*, *$=c* c*$B$*, *$
a Berezin kernel associated to a character. Set l $=lp and let it be an
integer.
B*, *$ has the following properties:
(1) B*, *$ (g } z, g } z$)=J(g, z)&l$ B*, *$(z, z$) J(g, z$)&l $ (g # G

) with J(g, z)
the complex determinant of the Jacobian of the map z  g(z) at z. By [7,
p. 276] one has:
v J(g1 g2 , z)=J(g1 , g2 z) J(g2 , z) (g1 , g2 # G

; z # T0);
v J(n, z)=1 (n # N

).
Observe that g  J(g, ie) satisfies
J(gk, ie)=J(g, ie) J(k, ie) (k # K

)
and that k  J(k, ie) is a character of K

, as well as /l $ : k  J(k, ie) l $.
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(2) Consider J(g, ie) l $ B*, *$ (g } ie, g$ } ie) J(g$, ie) l $=F*, *$ (g, g$) with
(g, g$ # G

). Then F*, *$ is G

-invariant. So let
*, l (g)=F*, *$ (g, e)=J(g, ie) l $ B*, *$ (g } ie, ie). (5.6)
One has *, l (kgk$)=/l $ (kk$) *, l (g) (g # G

; k, k$ # K

). Clearly *, l is
positive-definite for *, *$>p&1.
6. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF *, l
For *, *$>p&1 the function *, l belongs to L1 (G

). The general form of
a spherical function of type l $ is
.& (g)=|
K

e(\
+i&) H(kg)/&l $ (k&1}(kg)) dk (g # G

),
where g=na}(g) (n # N

, a # A, }(g) # K

). So G

*, l (g) .& (g) dg exists, at
least for & # a*. We have
|
G

*, l (g) .& (g) dg=|
G

*, l (g) e(\ +i&) H(g)/&l $ (}(g)) dg.
If z= g } ie # T0 , then the integrand equals
}2 \z+ie2i +}
&2*+l 2 \z+ie2i +
&l2
2 \z+ie2i +
&l2
2 \z&z2i +
\

+i&+*& p
.
A similar computation as in Section 4 then leads to the result
 *, l=(4?)n
10 (\

+i&+*&(nr)) 10 (\

&i&+*$&(nr))
10 (*) 10 (*$)
. (6.1)
Compare this result with Zhang’s paper [16].
Remark. The space L2 (T0 , d+l) is a G

-module. Let G

and K

be as usual.
Let l # Z and set l $=lp # Z. Define, as before, /l $ (k)=J(k, ie) l $ (k # K

).
Consider \l=indK

A G

/&l $ and let Vl be the space of \ l . So f # Vl if
(i) f: G

 C is measurable;
(ii) f (gk)=/&l $ (k&1) f (g) a.e. (g # G

, k # K

);
(iii) & f &2=G

K

| f (g)| 2 d+(g )< where g = gK.
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\l is defined by \l (g0) f (g)= f (g&10 g) ( f # Vl). Instead of Vl one also
uses the notation L2 (G

K

, l ). We shall identify Vl with a space of functions
on T0 . Define Af (g)=J(g, ie)&l $ f (g), g # G

. Then Af (gk)= f (g). So Af is
defined on T0 and one has
& f &2=|
T0
|Af (z)| 2 }2 \z&z2i +}
l
d+(z).
So Vl is isomorphic to Hl=L2 (T0 , d+l). G

acts unitarily in Hl by ? l , given
by: ?l (g) .(z)=.(g&1 } z) J(g&1, z) l $. The representation ?l leaves H 2 (T0)
invariant if l>p&1. This is a (scalar) holomorphic discrete series represen-
tation of G

. So the determination of the Fourier transform of *, l in this
case is clearly equivalent with the decomposition of a tensor product
representation of G

, or, more precisely, of its universal covering group. A
convenient way to understand this is to consider everything in the context
of Schwartz’ theory of Hilbert subspaces. Then convolution with *, l is the
kernel associated with the tensor product. See, e.g., [5]. This is also called
the Berezin transform. For some interesting properties we refer to [1].
7. CAUSAL SYMMETRIC SPACES
The classification of causal symmetric spaces shown in Table I is taken
from [8]. The upper part includes the pairs of groups considered in the
previous sections. The tube cases (g, h) are those with p=q (for
h=su( p, q)), n even (for h=so*(2n)), while the case h=e6 (&14) has to be
left out. We were able to decompose the tensor product of a holomorphic
and an anti-holomorphic discrete series representation of G

_G

by restrict-
ing to G

, where G

is regarded as a diagonally embedded subgroup. One can
also formulate the problem in terms of holomorphic discrete series
representations of the product group by providing D=G

K

in case of the
anti-holomorphic representation with the anti-holomorphic complex
structure.
We now pay attention to the second part of the list and we are going to
study the restriction of a holomorphic discrete series representation of G

to
H

. Here H

is the analytic subgroup of G

with Lie algebra h. We confine again
ourselves to the tube cases, i.e., the groups G

with G

K

being a tube domain.
We are in the following context (see [4]): there exists a conjugation ’ in
V C such that
(1) ’(V)=V
(2) ’(ie)=ie
(3) &’ is a real Jordan algebra automorphism of V C.
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TABLE I
Irreducible Compactly Causal Pairs
g compactly causal gc non-compactly causal h
su( p, q)su( p, q) sl( p+q; C) su( p, q)
so*(2n)so*(2n) so(2n; C) so*(2n)
so(2, n)so(2, n) so(2+n; C) so(2, n)
sp(n, R)sp(n, R) sp(n, C) sp(n, R)
e6(&14) e6(&14) e6 e6(&14)
e7(&25) e7(&25) e7 e7(&25)
su( p, q) sl( p+q; R) so( p, q)
su(n, n) su(n, n) sl(n; C)R
su(2p, 2q) su*(2( p+q)) sp( p, q)
so*(2n) so(n, n) so(n; C)
so*(4n) so*(4n) su*(2n)R
so(2, p+q) so( p+1, q+1) so( p, 1)_so(1, q)
sp(n, R) sp(n, R) sl(n; R)R
sp(2n, R) sp(n, n) sp(n, C)
e6(&14) e6(6) sp(2, 2)
e6(&14) e6(&26) f4(&20)
e7(&25) e7(&25) e6(&26) R
e7(&25) e7(7) su*(8)
Set V\=[x # V |&’(x)=\x]. Observe that V+ is a EJA. Clearly
’(T0)=T0 , where T0=V+i0 as before.
In G

=Aut(T0)0 we consider the subgroup
H

’=[g # G

| ’g’= g]. (7.1)
Then H

is the connected component of the identity of H

’.
Set T R0=T
’
0=V&+i0+ , a real tube domain. Observe that T
R
0=H

} ie
&H

H

& K

. We will now describe the special form of the conjugation ’.
We distinguish 4 cases.
Case A. (sp(n, R), sl(n, R)R), (su(n, n), sl(n, C)R), (so*(4n),
su*(2n)R), (e7(&25) , e6(&26) R).
The conjugation ’ is given by ’(x+iy)=&x+iy (x, y # V). So clearly,
V+=V, T R0=i0 and H

=G (see Section 2 for the definition of G).
Case B. (su(n, n), so(n, n)), (so*(4n), so(2n, C)), (e7(&25) , su*(8)).
Observe that V=Herm(n, F) in this case. The conjugation is a little dif-
ferent from Case A: ’(x+iy)=&x +iy , where the bar denotes a conjuga-
tion in V. In case 1 we just take the standard conjugation in C, so
V+=Herm(n, R). For the second and third case we refer to the paper by
Bertram [1].
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Case C. (sp(2n, R), sp(n, C)), (su(2n, 2n), sp(n, n)).
These are special cases in the sense that rank G

K

=2 } rank(H

H

& K

).
In all other cases the ranks don’t differ.
Here ’(x+iy)=&Jx J&1+iJy J&1 with J=( 0&In
In
0 ). Notice that V=
Herm(2n, F), F=R, C.
Case D. (so(2, p+q), so(1, p)_so(1, q)).
Observe that V=R p+q, consisting of all vectors x=(x0 , x$), x0 # R,
x$ # R p+q&1 with the multiplication defined in Section 2. Then ’(x+iy)=
&’0 (x)+i’0 ( y) with ’0 (x0 , x$)=(x0 , Ip, q&1x$). Clearly T R0=R
q&1+i0+
where
0+=[x=(x0 , x$) | x0 # R, x$ # R p, x20&x
2
1& } } } &x
2
p>0].
8. BEREZIN KERNELS OF RESTRICTIONS
The real tube domains T R0=V&+i0+ are fully restrictive submanifolds
of T0 . This means the following: if f is an entire holomorphic function on
T0 and f (x)=0 on T R0 , then f is identically zero. Completely similar to the
tensor product case in Section 7, we can restrict f # F* to T R0 ,
f (z)  f (x) K*2 (x, x) (8.1)
(*>p&1). Call this map A* . Clearly A* is one-to-one. Consider A* as a
map F*  D$(T R0)&D$(H

H

& K

), the space of distributions on T R0 or
H

H

& K

respectively. A* s an intertwining operator for the H

-actions, at
least for * # mpN, *>p&1, where m is some positive integer satisfying
J(k, ie)mp=1 for all k # K

& H

, x # T R0 . The existence of m easily follows
from the fact that the center of K

has finite intersection with K

& H

.
It is easy to determine A**: D(T R0)  F* and then A* A** which is a
kernel operator with kernel
K*2 (x, x) K*2 ( y, y)
K* (x, y)
. (8.2)
We write this in the form
c&2&*2c&* { 2((x& y )2i)
2
2((x&x )2i) 2(( y& y )2i)=
&*2
(8.3)
and notice that this kernel is H

-invariant and positive-definite for *>p&1
and thus given by a positive-definite bi-K

& H

-invariant function. We will
drop the constant in front of (8.3) and denote the resulting function by H* .
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Observe that H* =* if H

belongs to the upper part of Table I, which
also can be regarded in the framework of restrictions, namely from G

_G
to G

.
Let us compute H* . On H

we have that in the Cases A, B, D, H* =*2 ;
in Case C, H* =* . One may call (8.2) the Berezin kernel for H

. The func-
tion H* is clearly in L
1 (H

) for *>p&1. Since A* A** can be seen as a con-
volution operator on H

: A*A**.=. V H* , . right K

& H

-invariant, it is
clear that A*A** is a bounded map from L2 (T R0) into itself. Then it is
obvious that A* (F*)/L2 (T R0) and that A* is bounded for *>p&1; indeed
|(A* f, .) |2=|( f, A**.) | 2& f &2* &A**.&2
=& f &2* (A*A**. | .)& f &
2
* &A*A**& &.&
2 (8.4)
( f # F* , . # D(T R0)).
This observation is due to B. O3 rsted (unpublished); see also [14]. In
order to decompose the restriction of ?* associated with F* (* # mpN,
*>p&1) to H

it is sufficient to decompose H* .
9. COMPUTATION OF THE FACTOR \H
In the cases of equal rank, we have a/h. Let us choose the same a as
in (2.12). Then \H denotes half sum of the positive roots of a in h. In case
of different rank, we choose a such that a & h is a Cartan subspace for h.
We choose compatible orders on a* and (a & h)*. Notice that in all cases
dim(a & h)=rank V+ .
We keep to the classification of Section 8, where we considered the Cases
A, B, C1, C2, and D.
Proposition. One has the following values for \H :
Case A. \H=\;
Case B. \H= d4=
r
i=1 (i&1) L(c i)*;
Case C1. \H= 12 
r2
i=1 iL(c2i+c2i&1)*;
Case C2. \H= 12 
r2
i=1 (2i&
1
2) L(c2i+c2i&1)*;
Case D. \H= n&24 L(c2)*+
q& p
4 L(c1)*.
Proof. Case A. One clearly has \H=\ in this case.
Case B. The positive roots of g are 2 fi , f i& fj , f i+ fj , 1 j<ir
with multiplicities 1, d, d, respectively. Here fi (H)= 12# i ; see for notation
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(2.10). Or, otherwise written, fi= 12L(ci)*; see (2.13). The positive roots of
(h, a) are fi& f j and fi+ fj (i> j) with multiplicities d2. So
\H=
d
4
:
r
i=1
(i&1) L(ci)*.
Case C. The positive roots for h are the following restrictions to
a & h of roots of (g, a):
C1. 12 ( L ( c2i )* & L(c2 j & 2)* ) (mult. 2),
1
2 ( L ( c2i )* + L(c2 j & 2)* )
(mult. 2) (i> j) and L(c2i)* (mult 2.);
C2. 12(L(c2i)*&L(c2 j&2)*) (mult. 4),
1
2 (L(c2i)*+L(c2 j&2)*) (mult. 4)
(i> j) and L(c2i)* (mult. 3).
So \H= (12) ri=1 iL(c2i)* (C1), \H=
(12) r
i=1 (2i&
1
2) L(c2i)* (C2).
Write
L(c2i)*= 12L(c2i+c2i&1)*+
1
2 L(c2i&c2i&1)*.
Restricted to a & h we have L( c2i )* = 12 L( c2i + c2i & 1 )*. Moreover,
c2i+c2i&1 , 1i 12r is a Jordan frame in V+ . So, we also have
\H = 12 :
(12) r
i=1
iL(c2i+c2i&1)* (C1),
\H= 12 :
(12) r
i=1
(2i& 12) L(c2i+c2i&1)* (C2).
Case D. The positive roots for h are 12 (L(c2)*&L(c1)*) (mult.
p&1), 12 (L(c2)*+L(c1)*) (mult. (q&1)). So
\H=
n&2
4
L(c2)*+
q& p
4
L(c1)*.
10. DECOMPOSITION OF THE BEREZIN KERNELS
For reference we set n&=dim V& and d+ for the characteristic multi-
plicity of V+ . See Table II for the values of n& and d+ . We will decompose
H* into positive-definite spherical functions on H

for *>p&1.
Observe that
H* (z)=2 \z+ie2i +
&*
2 \z&z2i +
*2
(z # T R0). (10.1)
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TABLE II
Tube Type Pairs
g rk h rk n& d+
su(n, n) n so(n, n) n 12n(n&1) 1
su(n, n) n sl(n; C)R n 0 2
su(2n, 2n) 2n sp(n, n) n 2n2+n 4
so*(4n) n so(2n, C) n n(n&1) 2
so*(4n) n su*(2n)R n 0 4
so(2, p+q) 2 so( p, 1)_so(1, q) 2 q&1 p&1
sp(n, R) n sl(n; R)R n 0 1
sp(2n, R) 2n sp(n, C) n n2+n 2
e7(&25) 3 e6(&26) R 3 0 8
e7(&25) 3 su*(8) 3 12 4
Notice that 2+=2 and 2

+=2

(the plus refers to V+) in the Cases A, B,
D, while 22+=2, 2

2
+=2

in Case C.
As in (4.3) we have to compute now for *>p&1,
|
T R0
2 \z+ie2i +
&*
2 \z&z2i +
\H+i&+(*2)&( p2)
dz
=|
V&
|
0+
2 \x+i( y+e)2i +
&*
2( y)\H+i&+(*2)&( p2) dy dx. (10.2)
Let us first consider the Cases A, B, D. By (4.4) we have
10 (*) 2 \x+i( y+e)2i +
&*
=(4?)*r |
0
e2?i(t | x) e&2?(t | y+e) 2(t)*&( p2) dt (10.3)
for *> p2&1.
Since &’(0)=0, we can write t # 0 as t=t1+t2 with t1 # 0+ , t2 # V& ,
and (t1 , t2)=0. Therefore we have, by Fourier inversion,
|
V&
10 (*) 2 \x+i( y+e)2i +
&*
dx
=(4?)*r |
0+
e&2?(t1 | y+e) 2*&( p2) (t1) dt1 (10.4)
( y # 0+).
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So (10.2) is equal for
(4?)*r
10 (*) |0+ |0+ 2( y)
\H+i&+(*2)&( p2)
_e&2?(t1 | y+e) 2(t1)*&( p2) dy dt1 , (10.5)
which, in its turn, is equal to
(4?)*r
10 (*) |0+ _|0+ e
&2?(t1 | y) 2( y)\H+i&+(*2)&( p2) dy&
_e&2? tr t1 2(t1)*&( p2) dt1
=
(4?)*r
10 (*)
10+ \\H+i&+*2&
n&
r +
_|
0+
e&2? tr t 2((2?t)&1)\H+i&+(*2)&(n& r) 2(t)*&( p2) dt. (10.6)
Furthermore
|
0+
e&2? tr t 2((2?t)&1)\H+i&+(*2)&(n&r) 2(t)*&( p2)
=(2?)&*r+n& |
0+
e&tr t 2(t&1)\H+i&+(*2)&(n&r) 2(t)*&( p2) dt
=(2?)&*r+n& 10+ \&i&*&\*H+*2+ . (10.7)
An easy computation, using the definition of the Gamma function and the
values of n& (see Table II), shows
10+ \&i&*&\*H+*2+=10+ \\H&i&+
*
2
&
n&
r + . (10.8)
So we finally get
Theorem 10.1. The Fourier transform of the Berezin kernel H* for
*>p&1 is given by
 H* =
2*r (2?)n&
10 (*)
10+ \\H+i&+*2&
n&
r +
_10+ \\H&i&+*2&
n&
r + , (10.9)
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is Cases A, B, and D and by
 H* =
(4?)&*r+n&
10 (*)
10+ \2\H+2i&+*&2n&r +
_10+ \2\H&2i&+*&2n&r + . (10.10)
in Case C.
In fact, a similar reasoning (taking into account the difference in ranks
and determinants, see before) gives the result in Case C.
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